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The Purpose
The intent of this book is to document and explore the life and times of William Jay ca (1711-1773)
who migrated out of Frederick County Virginia ca 1751 with his family. It is to document his children
and grandchildren and in many cases…beyond. For the purposes of this book we will also at times
refer to the subject as William Jay, Sr.
In a general sense, it has been written to ‘set the record straight’ concerning William Jay of Frederick
Co. Virginia. It has been crafted to produce a documented narrative that will erase the misconceptions
and errors that have been passed down, around and are in print concerning this family and its lineage…
and there are many. Hopefully this work will be judged as the definitive work on those descendants.
Will it tell every family’s story? ... No. Will someone find an unintentional mistake or typo? … Yes.
However, you can rest assured that when the book states something as fact, it has been very thoroughly
researched and sourced.
Secondly, it is the intent of the authors to replace the Jay Family Index (JFI)1 as a primary source,
where applicable. The JFI is known to be incomplete and contains many errors in areas where
speculation has been used. That work was created from the unsourced workbook of Cassius Milton Jay
(1886-1953), a descendant of William Jay and Mary Vestal through their grandson, Layton Jay, whose
family migrated to Ohio in 1804. The bulk of his work, while voluminous and informative,
concentrated on the Jay families who migrated northwest out of South Carolina, with little sourced
information on the Southern strains. Additionally, Mr. Jay was researching from a location and during
a period where he had limited access to the family histories and records required to accurately
document the Southern lines.
The authors have reviewed and vetted all the previously completed works and publications, their
sources, claims and statements made within those publications. Original records were reviewed and
extensive research conducted at the Friends Historical Collection at the Hege Library at Guilford
College in Greensboro, North Carolina, and Earlham College in Richmond, Indiana in order to
understand the Quaker faith, practices and peculiarities in the 18th and 19th centuries. In addition, the
authors have reviewed most, if not all, extant primary sources including original wills, estates, deeds,
and other court records pertaining to the descendants of William Jay.
Finally, the book has been organized by descendant lines in such a way that hopefully any Jay
descendant of William Jay (ca 1711-1773), by knowing his or her grandfather/great-grandfather, would
be able to easily identify his specific family line. Each section is segregated by a colored divider,
begins with a chapter on a child of William Jay and follows with chapters on the children and
descendants of that child. We have carried most lines into the mid to late 19th century. Additionally,
the endnotes for each section are located at the end of those specific sections for easier reference.
Qualifying Terms
When the phrases ‘probably’ or ‘more than likely’ are used, it is a logical assumption based on the facts
as they are known and would mean that there is a substantial body of documented evidence to believe it
to be so.
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When the phrase ‘assumed’ is used, it means there has been less research in this area to be able to draw
a definite conclusion.
The phrase or phrases similar to ‘family tradition states that’ typically refer to a story that has been
passed down through the family that has not been confirmed by documentation but seems plausible.
Dates
Quaker dates will be noted where applicable.
The use of a full date, such as ‘January 15, 1817’, means that we have a sourced or specific reference
for this occurrence.
The use of a date such as ‘January 1887’ would be indicative of a birth month and year from the 1900
census when no day was given.
The use of a date such as ‘1867’ would mean that there is only a year date for that record…typically
from a tombstone.
The use of a date such as ‘ca 1807’ would be used when no specific date is available, but can be derived
based on a body of evidence. An example would be the derivation a birth year from the age of a person
as given on a census record. It can be assumed to be plus or minus two years.
Authors Comments
Comments found in [ ] when documents are transcribed or quoted are additions by the authors.
Table of Abbreviations
About or Circa (date related)
About or Circa (date related)
County
Date of Birth
Date of Death
Jay Family Association
Jay Family Index
Last Will and Testament
Monthly Meeting (Quaker)
Meeting House (Quaker)
Alabama
Arkansas
Georgia
Illinois
Indiana
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Understanding the Historical Record

William Jay of Frederick Co. VA is the patriarch of the most prolific Jay clan or ancestral line in the
United States….and yet he is our ‘brick wall’. Roughly 60% of all males surnamed Jay in the
1850/1860 U.S. federal census records descend from William Jay of Frederick Co. VA. In contrast the
remaining 40% descend from at least 12 different and distinct Jay lines.
This man was the father to at least eight (8) children, grandfather to a minimum of 66 confirmed
grandchildren and ancestor to 392 documented great-grandchildren (there are undoubtedly more). In
today’s society, a family patriarch might live long enough to know and enjoy a few great-grandchildren.
William Jay, who died in 1773, only had the opportunity to know 17 of his 66 grandchildren and none
of his great-grandchildren.
These great-grandchildren, the fourth generation, were born during a very wide timeframe spanning
1779-1857…a period of 78 years!!!! The last recorded surviving great-grandchild, Georgia civil war
veteran, Charles Elbert Hice (William>David>Elizabeth), did not die until April 1930. Several others
lived into the first quarter of the 20th century. His descendants were generally long-lived and produced
large families. With tens of thousands of current day descendants (perhaps as many as one hundred
thousand), it is understandable that William Jay of Frederick Co. VA has been the most discussed Jay
ancestor among the ranks of researchers, family historians and enthusiasts.
To this date, William Jay’s parents, ancestry and earliest origins remain unknown. For over 100 years,
that fact has tantalized and frustrated literally hundreds of family history buffs. However, those
enigmatic issues only serve to enhance the mystique of the man. It is the authors hope that these
chapters will answer many questions, provide new insight, source artifacts, explain traditions and
correct significant misunderstandings and errors concerning the life of William Jay of Frederick Co. VA
and his descendants.
To fully understand the life of William Jay of Frederick County, Virginia, the researcher must be able to
discern specific errors and incorrect elements from decades of speculation which was derived from the
historic record and understand the peculiarities and practices of the Quakers in the colonial backcountry. While the above two issues are of utmost importance, the casual researcher or family history
enthusiast simply does not:
1) have the body of documentation or background to understand the flawed elements of historic
speculation nor
2) possess an in-depth understanding of the Society of Friends in the outback regions of Western
Virginia and the Carolinas during the mid-18th Century.
The purpose of this section is to briefly explore these issues to give the reader additional background
and context to focus on the mosaic that was the life of William Jay.
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Critiquing Past Tradition, Present Speculation and Theories
Family tradition can be a valuable commodity in any genealogical research. It usually provides a
fundamental basis for understanding many elements of a family’s beginning. However, there are
always inaccurate elements woven in the body of tradition. Some types of inaccuracies can be very
easily uncovered with minimal effort. As an example, it is easy to understand that our line of Jays do
not descend from John Jay, the 1st Chief Justice of the United States. This can be proven by simply
charting the Chief Justice’s children, grandchildren, etc.
However, other types of inaccuracies in tradition are much more insidious and subtle and can be very
difficult to discern. They develop very gradually over time and are well established before being called
into question. It can often take years, massive man-hours of research and the investment of personal
treasure to understand and document these misconceptions. In many cases, the researcher must obtain a
complete and thorough understanding of entire families, neighbors, neighborhoods, migrations, and the
world around the particular subject. These are the obstacles the researcher faces when studying the life
of William Jay of Frederick County Virginia.
There has been much written and speculated about the life of William Jay. The advent of the internet
has been both a blessing and a curse in this regard. It has enabled distant cousins to come into contact
with one another and share valuable information; however, it has also enabled the insidious transfer of a
great deal of incorrect information.
The internet will also present the reader with a variety of stated “theories” regarding our subject;
however, these “theories”, in many cases, are better defined as conjecture and speculation. A few
definitions:
Conjecture or Speculation is defined as an opinion or conclusion formed on the basis of
incomplete information…guesswork.
Theory (in genealogical terms) is a supposition or system of ideas intended to explain
something based on general principles or related evidence.
In other words, a theory is held to a higher standard than conjecture or speculation. Generally speaking,
a theory is based on multiple data points of evidence. These multiple data points can then be assembled
and viewed as a whole. At that point theories can be developed around a body of evidence and logical
conclusions can be drawn by seasoned researchers.
As a result, any attempt to draw conclusions from a single data point or one genealogical record with no
other corroborating information cannot be considered a theory and can only be considered conjecture or
speculation at best. It is important for the reader to understand those distinctions as they wade through
the unregulated information posted on the worldwide web!
Early Jay Tradition, Speculation and Theories…their Origins
Eli Jay of Richmond, Indiana, esteemed Quaker educator and professor of history at Earlham College,
and a great-grandson of William Jay Sr., was the first recorded ancestor to chronicle Jay family
heritage. By about 1890, Eli Jay’s interest in documenting the ‘greater’ Jay family in America had
certainly begun. On December 5, 1893, Professor Jay published and mailed his ‘Jay Family Circular’ to
scores of Jay families across the U.S. from 1893-1905. He amassed a large correspondence and
gathered the foundational information that would eventually become the Jay Family Index (JFI).
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While Professor Jay was indeed interested in locating cousins and other members of the family, his
personal and gathered knowledge of William Jay (our subject) was exclusively limited to his name. It
can be shown that Eli Jay possessed no oral or written tradition concerning William Jay of
Frederick Co. VA when he wrote.
“I never had any definite information from my father [Walter Denny Jay] concerning
his ancestors beyond his own father’s [John Jay m. Betty Pugh] family” 2,3
To rephrase, Eli Jay had amassed a correspondence of over 1,000 19th century letters from William Jay
descendants which discussed their specific family origins and traditions. None of those letters touched
on any tradition regarding William Jay or his origins. Eli Jay, the learned and storied history professor
AND the multitudes he corresponded with, had no tradition regarding William Jay of Frederick Co.
VA.
As a result, today’s researcher is only presented with a body of varied speculation which has been
crafted throughout a century of record gathering. In other words, all previously published histories,
manuscripts, narratives or family sheets concerning William Jay have been built upon a foundation of
either 1) incomplete information or 2) flawed speculation…there is no verifiable tradition involved.
After Eli’s death in 1911, Cassius Milton Jay (CMJ), a cousin of Eli Jay, who lived in California began
researching the family in more detail. Working with much of the Eli Jay correspondence which was
provided by Mary Jay Ballard (Eli’s daughter), Cassius began his search for the origins of William Jay
in earnest. Cassius Jay began corresponding with the esteemed Quaker historian and genealogist
Gilbert Cope of Pennsylvania on December 4, 1917 4 and discussed two areas of interest:
John Jay of Barbados Connection Theory
As outlined in Cassius Jay’s Dec 1917 letter, he expressed interest in a potential connection
with John Jay (wife Hannah) of Barbados, who traveled with Friend’s minister George Fox to
the American colonies in 1672. Cassius Jay noted that this John Jay “had a family back in
Barbados” and discussed the “dislocated neck incident” that occurred near Shrewsbury, New
Jersey in the fall of that year.
Mr. Cope suggested that $10 would cover his expenses to travel to Trenton, NJ and Salem Co.
NJ to research further. However, subsequent research by Cope “produced almost nothing” and
provided no connection. 5
Since 2008, the authors and other Jay family researchers have explored and performed thorough
research regarding the family of John and Hannah Jay of Barbados. While John Jay did
purchase a tract of land near Shrewsbury, NJ in 1672,6 it can be confirmed he never moved
there. He died ca 1674 in either Barbados or in Ireland on another mission trip. Hannah Jay,
his widow, received warrants7 for the NJ land in 1677 and was awarded the property in 1681,8
however, there is no evidence that can confirm she or any of her known children (Joseph and
Hannah) ever migrated to the colonies and lived on the property.
As of this date, it is possible that William Jay of Frederick County VA is related to this group,
but unlikely he descends from them. It is still a viable theory that will probably require DNA
evidence to prove or disprove.
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Cassius Jay’s Thomas Joy Theory
Gilbert Cope’s correspondence shows that by 1919 Cassius Jay had found a transcribed
reference to a Thomas Jay who migrated from England to Hingham Massachusetts. At that
point he shifted his interest from John Jay of Barbados and concentrated his thoughts on “the
man who migrated to Hingham, MA”. Despite the fact that this individual’s (Thomas Jay)
surname was transcribed both Joy and Jay in different records. Cassius assumed JAY was
correct, with no attempt to disprove JOY, and began to speculate using a few errant data points
and equally flawed records. It should be noted that Cope categorically rejected this theory in
1919 and summarized by stating:
“I fear thy arduous labors have befogged thy mind and hope that with a
little rest things may seem more clear.” 9
After that dismissal, there is no record of Cassius Jay having any documented pertinent
genealogical discussions with Gilbert Cope.
Unfortunately, Mr. Jay’s loose speculation was published as fact in CMJ’s 1928 response to a
query in the California State Society Sons of the Revolution magazine. 10 Despite its
inconsistencies and lack of genealogical proof, the Thomas Joy/Jay theory took flight and has
been copied and regurgitated even to this day.
Seasoned Jay family researchers questioned this connection as far back as the 1960s. Joy
descendant researchers knew that Thomas was a “Joy” and typically scoffed at the notion.
Finally, in November 2008, DNA evidence proved beyond a shadow of a doubt that the
individual who migrated to Hingham, Massachusetts was not related to and had no connection
to the family of William Jay of Frederick County, Virginia. 11
Linkage to Harford Co. MD by the JFI
In 1963 the Jay Family Association published the generally unsourced workbook of Cassius
Milton Jay (who had died in 1953) in its entirety. Many inconsistencies abound. The notebook
contained a note that William Jay was born ca 1711 along with the date ca 1720.12
Additionally, the original body of the manuscript did not identify William Jay’s birthplace of
Harford County, Maryland.
Despite these facts, the published work in 1963 was titled “The Descendants of William Jay
(born Harford County, Maryland, 1720) and Mary Vestal Jay.” There is absolutely no
documentation as to why the information in the parenthesis was inserted. However as a side
note, correspondence in the Jay Family Association (JFA) archives shows that in the early
1950s, Jay researchers uncovered information on the Stephen Jay (born 1733) family of
Harford Co. MD. This family was in the Baltimore/Harford County Maryland area as early as
1756 with descendants remaining today. The authors speculate that this insert was done at the
time of publication by members of the association who thought there was probably a
connection to the group from Harford County. As of this date there is absolutely no
documentary evidence which places or ties William Jay to Harford County, Maryland.
Additionally, Stephen Jay can be confirmed as an English immigrant whose father remained in
England and has been identified.
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Miscellaneous Loose Jay Family Records
Family history enthusiasts also cite several unrelated references to Jays in the
Pennsylvania/Maryland/Virginia area during the 17th and 18th centuries. These references are
generally in the form of second or third-hand transcriptions where surname transcription errors
from the original cannot be ascertained. These references can be very problematic and are
usually characterized as single data points with no connection to other established facts.
An example is the 1705 Anglican Church marriage of a William Jay to a Sarah Wilder in Anne
Arundel County, Maryland. This single data point record has no connection to any other Jay
reference/record or data point. As such it is a loose Jay record…assuming the surname was not
incorrectly transcribed from JOY. No documentary theory has ever been advanced connecting
these individuals with William Jay of Frederick Co. VA. Based on what is known, suggesting a
tie between the Anglican William Jay (m. Sarah Wilder) with our subject would be random
conjecture (or wishful thinking).
Summary
In review, there is a possibility that William Jay somehow connects to John Jay of Barbados but
it is inconclusive at this point. Secondly, Cassius Milton Jay’s Thomas Joy Theory has been
disproven by DNA evidence. And finally, any Jay researcher still using the JFI as a source for
William Jay’s origins should heed what is explicitly implied in the introduction to the original
publication of the Jay Family Index.
“No matter how undocumented and therefore unreliable the first three
entries may be regarding the origins of William Jay, the Jay Family
Association feels that the only known existing copy of the valuable
manuscript should be published . . .” 13
DNA Evidence…who William Jay of Frederick Co. VA is related to
In 2005 the JFA began an extensive Y-chromosome DNA research project which is ongoing. This
project has documented the DNA profiles of over 17 known descendants of William Jay of Frederick
County, VA. As a result, we have an exact fingerprint of his marker haplotype and sequence. His DNA
sequence is an exact match with donors from the following two groups:
Joseph Jay of Burlington County, NJ
Descendants of Joseph Jay who was born in Burlington County, New Jersey in 1753 were
tested and match the DNA sequence of William Jay. Joseph was a Revolutionary War patriot
and his abbreviated biography is contained in his Revolutionary War pension application.14 His
affidavit includes both his birth place and year of birth. Nottingham Township, Burlington
County New Jersey 15 election returns and tax rolls document a Joseph Jay family from 1739 to
1772. The earliest tax records suggest that Joseph Jay’s father was also named Joseph Jay.16
The younger Joseph Jay eventually migrated to Pennsylvania and died there in 1835.14
Salem/Cumberland Co. NJ Jays
There was a large family of Jays that can be documented in Salem/Cumberland County, New
Jersey as early as 1708 to the 1850s. Males found in this group include John, Jonathan,
Reuben, Jacob, James and Martin Jay. While the authors do not know how they all connect to
one another, this line of Jays were related and resided in these counties for at least four
generations. The progenitor of this group was probably John Jay of Alloways Creek who
obtained a cattlemark in Salem County, New Jersey in 1708. Cumberland County which came
out of Salem County, New Jersey in 1748 is located in southern New Jersey south of Burlington
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County. DNA results from a descendant of this group also match those of William Jay of
Frederick County, Virginia.
Out of New Jersey
At this time (2019) there is still no viable theory, which can stand any semblance of scrutiny, as
to any named individual being a likely parent of William Jay of Frederick County, Virginia. As
documented above, the DNA of the descendants of William Jay matches that of descendants of
Joseph Jay (Burlington Co., NJ) and those Jays who emanated out of Cumberland County, New
Jersey. As a result, the authors believe that William Jay probably ‘came out’ of New Jersey.
Understanding the Society of Friends records as they relate to William Jay and his Family
William Jay who married Mary Vestal worshiped with, lived among, associated with, practiced the
teachings, was acknowledged by others and by implication probably a member in good standing of a
variety of Monthly Meetings (MM) within the Society of Friends or Quakers from time to time.
Unfortunately, misunderstanding or misinterpretations of what is found in the extant Quaker records,
led many family history enthusiasts to conclude and write that William Jay was not a Quaker. The
following discussion is included to assist the reader in understanding the dynamics of the Society during
the period and show that the elder Jay was most certainly an active participant within the group.
Member vs. Attender
It is probably not necessary to over-stress the difference between who was "in" and who was
"out" of Friend-status at a point in time. The equality of all mankind was an article of faith from
the beginning of the movement. Worship meetings welcomed anybody who showed up,
whether member, regular attender, or one-time visitor, because all were equal in the sight of
God. Business of the "official" group of members was transacted at Monthly Meetings, so
officers and representatives at the MM were limited to persons who were members.
Attenders worshiped as Quakers but did not necessarily adhere to all the disciplines of the
Society, particularly the requirement to speak ‘plain’ English (“thee” and “thou”) and the
requirements of Quaker dress. Attenders could marry without examination (a form of
premarital counseling) and approval by the MM, could swear oaths if they chose to, and enlist
in the militia. These Friends often times lived in remote rural areas among greater numbers of
‘non-Quakers’, were non-confrontational and did not want to call attention to themselves. They
viewed themselves as Quakers and the rest of the ‘non-Quaker’ community viewed them as
such also. However, the hierarchy of the Society at any specific Meeting House might not view
them that way and could have called into question their faithfulness. In other words, what
worked well ‘in the outback’ didn’t always translate as well near the Meeting House.
Attendance at worship meetings might continue under any of those circumstances.
A disownment from official membership did not necessarily result in any changes in frequency
of attendance at worship meetings. That was not similar to being "shunned", "banned", or "excommunicated" by other faiths. One practical consequence of disownment was that children
born after that date were not "birthright Quakers". The membership status of older children was
not affected by a parent's disownment. If post-disownment children wished to accept the
privileges/responsibilities of full membership, they were received at their own request--or at the
request of a member or ex-member parent.
Friend-preference in religion had something in common with current political preference.
Suppose you are from a historically-Republican family and you maintain a traditionallyRepublican worldview. This does not require you to vote for the Republican candidate in every
single local, state and national election. However, if you wish to be selected as a delegate to a
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regional or state caucus to nominate party candidates, you must maintain your Republican
registration and appear at local precinct meetings. Caucuses are for party "business", so limited
to official "members". Electoral choices are open to everybody, and Democrats are welcome to
vote for the candidate nominated by official Republican members. Worship-meetings in
colonial VA/NC/SC were for people expressing their preference in religious faith/practice.
Monthly Meetings, like political caucuses, were for the transaction of the official business of
the membership.17
Distance from Meeting House
Working hand in hand with the above paragraphs, it can be stated that the “closer you lived to
the Meeting House, the more faithful you had to be”. In general, the locality directly
surrounding the Meeting House was populated with a large Quaker community. The local
Society elders would have lived there as well. Due to local dynamics, the ever-present
membership and just plain neighborhood peer-pressure, those that lived around the Meeting
House were generally held to a higher standard by the policing of others.
However, if you lived 50-60 miles from the nearest Meeting House, the same standards were
not in-play or enforced upon the ‘attender’ in a non-Quaker neighborhood. In addition, any
deviation from a variety of Society disciplines might never be reported back to the hierarchy
due to the potential effort required. As stated earlier, the documentation of Quaker
transgressions required hearsay… and that hearsay had a more difficult time getting back to the
Meeting House from 50-60 miles away.
General Record Keeping
The authors review of a variety of Quaker records and discussion with Society historians
establish that record keeping by a Society Monthly Meeting was 1) generally less detailed in
1750 than it was in 1800, 2) generally less detailed in the frontier regions than that of more
populated areas and 3) generally less detailed about families living remote to the Monthly
Meeting vs. families living nearby the Meeting House who were always in attendance. Finally,
record keeping was not necessarily consistent from location to location, can be incomplete at
any given MM and doesn’t exist from others. As a result the Society records concerning the
family of William Jay are understandably woefully incomplete prior to the American
Revolution.
Summary
The record is quite clear and the evidence overwhelming…William Jay Sr. was most certainly a
practicing Quaker from shortly after his marriage to Mary Vestal until the time of his death in
1773. Whether he was consistently a member in good standing of a Monthly Meeting can be
debated; however, he is consistently shown practicing his faith throughout this almost 40 year
period. He is noted by others as “Quaker” as early as 1749 and he is shown “affirming” deeds
rather than “swearing” also. His children born after 1752 had birthright status.
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William Jay ca (1711-1773)

William Jay ca (1711-1773)

As discussed in the Introduction, there are a lot of things we just don’t know and frankly may never
know about the early life of William Jay, Sr.; however, the body of evidence is very suggestive of the
following. He was born about 1711,1 however, as of this date it cannot be confirmed that he was born
in the American colonies. He probably spent some period of his youth in western New Jersey2, perhaps
worshiped with the Society of Friends (Quaker) and most certainly associated them. While records
show that he was married to Mary Vestal, daughter of William Vestal and Elizabeth Mercer, the authors
think it is likely he was married prior to that union.1 It is not known if he could read and he is not
documented to have ever written or spelled out his entire name. He would however, sign documents by
making his mark in the form of a ‘stylized W’ presumably representing William.
Early life in Orange/Frederick Co. VA
By at least 1734, William Jay, with perhaps a young family in tow, migrated to or already resided in the
Northern Neck of Virginia just west of the Shenandoah River. By this time, the legal entity of Orange
County Virginia had been created which was at the time the largest county that had ever existed in the
Colonies. The expansiveness of the county boundaries was to encourage settlement further westward as
well as to contend against the French claim to the Ohio Valley region. The area where the Jay family
settled would not officially become Frederick County until 1743 when the local government was
established.3 This land had recently been opened for settlement and multitudes of Friends were
migrating down the old Philadelphia road out of southwestern New Jersey and Pennsylvania into this
back-woods country. Land records indicate that 85% of the people that moved into Old Frederick
County Virginia came largely from the old William Penn country of far north Maryland, New Jersey,
Pennsylvania and Delaware.4
On October 3, 1734, William Jay received a patent for 100 acres of land in the Van Meter/Hite tract 5
located “in Daniel Burnet’s line below the Falls of Evats [Evitt’s] Run.” 6 It is assumed that the young
family homesteaded and lived on this property for a number of years. In that region, tobacco was the
cash crop of the day and William Jay was recorded as having raised it as a cash crop.7
Allied Family Relationships
Neighboring families who moved into this area and patented land in the Northern Neck were William
Vestal [October 3, 1734] who migrated from Chester County Pennsylvania and Robert Worthington of
Burlington County New Jersey [October 3, 1734] who migrated by way of Philadelphia. Another
neighbor who can be confirmed as living in the area without record of receiving land was William
Satterfield. The Satterfield name was recorded as early as 1738 in Orange County VA court records.
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His 100 Acre Virginia Grant
William Jay lived west of the Shenandoah River near the Falls of Evitt’s Run from at least 1734 to
perhaps 1747. During this period the authors believe that he lost his first wife and married young
neighbor Mary Vestal about 1738.8 The following children were probably born to William Jay and
Mary Vestal west of the Shenandoah . . . William (1739), James (1744) and Joseph (1746). The reader
should be aware that there could have been other children who died and/or females who eventually
married without documented record of surname. Additionally, William Jay certainly may have had
children by previous marriage living in the household.9
William Jay’s residence west of the Shenandoah River can also be confirmed by Orange and Frederick
County VA Order Books.3 From the period of 1740 to 1744 there are several entries concerning
William Jay and small debts that he owed to other individuals.10 Of specific interest is a debt inquiry
dated 1744 between William Jay and Joseph Hite where neighbors William and Benjamin Satterfield
served as his Securities. 11
Of utmost interest are two 1744 entries in the Frederick County Order Book which describe the laying
off of a road in the county that was to extend from “the Chapel by way of Anderson’s Mill to Jay’s
Ferry”.12 What makes this entry most tantalizing is that fact that no mention of the historically
renowned Vestal’s Ferry can be found prior to 1751 and perhaps they were one and the same. As is
said, “history is written by those left behind” and perhaps William Jay ceded his Ferry to in-laws when
he left Virginia, thus leaving history to record and codify the pioneer crossing to the Vestal family.
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Move east across the Shenandoah River
While William Jay is shown listed on the 1746 Rent Roll of Frederick County VA, by 1748 he was
living east of the Shenandoah River as a resident of the County of Fairfax VA when he sold his property
to neighbor Thomas Rutherford.13 These documents would suggest a migration southeast about 1747.
There is no record of the Jay family owning property in Fairfax County; however, William Jay (along
with the Satterfields) can be found enumerated on the 1749 list of tithables there. He is shown as living
in the Upper Parish and was specifically identified as a Quaker by the compiler Rev. Charles Green.
Later the Rev. Green noted that “The Quakers all lived in Cameron from the Upper Parish and scarcely
one man of them come to church in my time except Elisha Hall.”14
The Upper Parish in Fairfax County would have been near the Shenandoah River in current day
Loudoun County VA near the location of Vestal’s Gap along the old pioneer road through the Blue
Ridge Mountains. It is not known if any children were born to William Jay and Mary Vestal during this
period; however, it is certainly plausible since there is a fairly large year gap between Joseph Jay’s birth
in 1746 and John Jay’s birth in 1752.
The move to Orange Co. NC
Between 1744-1749, early settlers west of the Shenandoah who had received land from the Colony of
Virginia had their grants questioned by Lord Thomas Fairfax who claimed he had proprietary rights to
the property. There arose a great debate between Lord Fairfax and one of the original grant holders,
Josh Hite, which culminated in a 22 year long legal endeavor against Lord Fairfax. This squabble
placed earlier grants, such as William Jay’s15, in jeopardy and resulted in settlers being unsure of legal
title to their property.
It was during this period that large areas of land in the Carolinas were being opened for settlement. As
a result of potentially questionable land titles and the lure of larger parcels of real estate to the south, it
is easy to understand why many families from Old Frederick and Fairfax migrated south into the
Carolinas during the early 1750s.
On December 4, 1751, William Jay filed entry for 395 acres of land at Lord Granville’s land office in
North Carolina. It is not specifically known when the Jay family migrated south down the old wagon
road into Orange County NC, however William Jay was very active in purchasing land and having land
surveyed from December 1751 to December 1753. It is the opinion of the authors that the family was
probably there by the summer or fall of 1751, if not earlier. Additionally it can be documented that the
William and James Satterfield families, also migrated into Orange County NC during the same period.
In fact, James Satterfield was a survey chain carrier when William Jay’s 395 acre survey was
completed. There is no question that there was an allied family connection between the Jay and
Satterfield families from at least the 1730s in Virginia all the way to Orange County NC.
Settled on the North Flat River in what is now Person Co. NC
William Jay’s family settled on the 395 acre parcel which was located on the North Flat River in what is
now Person County, NC.16 They lived at or near this site for roughly 21 years. As with other planters
of the era, most crops they grew and livestock they kept were for subsistence purposes. Again, raising
tobacco was probably their cash crop. During the decade of 1750-1760, William Jay can be found
buying and selling different tracts of land and interacting with many of his neighbors. These neighbors
included the Satterfield, Tapley, Morrow, Neely, Layton, Voss, Cothran, and Moore families. Children
born to the family during this period were John (1752),17 Mary (1755) and Rachel (1758).
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One important document from this decade is William
Jay’s enumeration in a 1755 Orange County NC tithables
list.18 In this enumeration, William Jay was listed as
“William Jay & son”. Colonial law specified that any
male 16 years or older in a household was to be
enumerated. The elder Jay had absolutely no financial
incentive to place anyone on the tithables list that was
under age. As a result, it can be conclusively stated
William Jay had a son, living in the household, that was
born no later than 1739, the authors believe that the
referenced son was William Jay, Jr.19
Additionally, during that same year it can be noted that a
William Jay was received into membership on request at
the Cane Creek Monthly Meeting (MM) on the 2nd of the
8th month, (1755). It has been historically speculated that
this request for membership was for the elder William
Jay; however, the entry is not explicit and could have
been referencing his son William Jr. who was coming of
age at this time.20

Children coming of age and marrying in NC
While we have no specific marriage dates or records for William Jay’s older children, specific North
Carolina land records give us insight into these issues.
1756, June 8 - William Jay to John Satterfield, 50 acres for five pounds lying on the N E side
of the N. Fork of the Flatt River - part of a tract of land formerly granted to Wm. Jay by
Deed from Lord Carteret, Earl of Granville; Orange Co. NC Deed Book 1, p. 229
1761, May 12 - William Jay to William Jay, Jr., 115 acres; Register of Orange County, North
Carolina Deeds, 1752-1768, and 1793, transcribed by Eve B. Weeks
1765, May 14 - William Jay to James Jay, 120 acres; Register of Orange County, North
Carolina Deeds, 1752-1768, and 1793, transcribed by Eve B. Weeks
1767, October 3 - William Jay to Joseph Jay, 239 acres for ten pounds lying on both sides of
N. Fork of Flatt River, joining Fords land on the west and James Jays on the East,
beginning at a white oak on Hosea Tapleys -- white Oak on sd William Jay Senr - part of
tract of land formerly granted to Edward Moore from Lord Earl of Granville, dated the
sixth day of February 1761; Orange Co. NC Deed Book 3, p. 445
In reviewing these land records, it can be shown that the elder Jay conveyed land to his three eldest
sons…William, James and Joseph. It can also be established by family records and tradition the land
conveyances to those three sons were near the dates of their 21st birthdate.19
Why is the John Satterfield land conveyance important in this chronology? As established above,
William Jay made a habit of conveying land to his children, who were living nearby, ‘as they came of
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age’. This often time also coincided with the time a male would marry. These land conveyances
reinforce the authors’ belief that Sarah Satterfield (born ca 1733), wife of John Satterfield, stated to be a
Jay in an 1889 biography21, was indeed a daughter of William Jay by a first marriage.19 They also
reinforce the family order of the children that is presented here.
While continuing to live on the North Flat River, the decade beginning in 1760 brought the final
additions to the family of William Jay and Mary Vestal… Lydia (1761) and David (1765).
Caswell Co. NC petition signed by William Sr.
The Jay family in Orange Co. were civic minded and did have concern regarding local government.
William Jay Sr. and his three oldest sons all signed the 1771 petition22 to subdivide Orange Co. into two
smaller counties. Ironically, the establishment of this new county (Caswell) did not take place until
1777, several years after William Sr. had relocated to SC and died.23
Regulator movement in Western North Carolina
In 1764, several thousand people from North Carolina, mainly from Orange, Anson, and Granville
counties in the western region, became extremely dissatisfied with the wealthy North Carolina officials
whom they considered cruel, arbitrary, tyrannical and corrupt. Taxes were collected by local sheriffs
supported by the courts; the sheriffs and courts had sole control over their local regions. Many of the
officers were deemed to be greedy and would often band together with other local officials for their
own personal gain. The entire system depended on the integrity of local officials, many of whom
engaged in extortion; taxes collected often enriched the tax collectors directly. At times, sheriffs would
intentionally remove records of their tax collection in order to further tax citizens. The system was
endorsed by the colonial governor, who feared losing the support of the various county officials. The
effort to eliminate this system of government became known as the Regulator uprising, War of the
Regulation, or the Regulator War. The most heavily affected areas were said to be that of Rowan,
Anson, Orange, Granville, and Cumberland counties. It was a struggle of mostly lower class citizens,
who made up the majority of the population of North Carolina, and the wealthy ruling class, who
comprised about 5% of the population, yet maintained almost total control of the government.
The primary aim of the Regulators was to form a democratic government and distribute wealth equally
amongst all citizens. The wealthy businessmen/politicians that ruled North Carolina saw this as a threat
to their power. Ultimately they brought in state militia to crush the rebellion, and then hanged their
leaders. It is estimated that out of the 8,000 people living in Orange County at the time, some 6,0007,000 residents where in support of the Regulators.
Although the War of the Regulators is considered by some to be one of the first acts of the American
Revolutionary War, it was actually fought against the corrupt local officials and not against king or
crown. In reality, many anti-Regulators went on to become Patriots during the American Revolution
and many Regulators remained Loyalists.24
It was during this turmoil that William Jay and Mary Vestal decided to relocate further south into South
Carolina. During a span of approximately 22 years, the Jay family patriarch can be found relocating his
family twice…each time very possibly the result of heavy-handed land taxation issues and/or turmoil
within the local government.
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The move to SC
William Jay and his children were granted a certificate (to remove) from Cane Creek MM on the 1st of
the 2nd month 1772 25 and would have arrived in SC in the spring of 1772. As a new immigrant, the
elder Jay petitioned the SC Council to have a previously recorded plat by Theodore Feltmate granted to
him on July 7, 1772. He and the family would have been in SC for at least a month or more before the
petition in order to locate the property, ascertain if the land had a previous claimant (which it did),
locate the owner of the survey and purchase the rights from him.
William Jay (recorded as Gee) then received a colonial land grant for 200 acres in Berkley County SC
(Ninety-Six District to become Newberry Co. in 1785) on August 14, 1772.26 This property was
located on the waters of Beaverdam Creek a tributary of the Bush River, just a few miles south of the
Quaker Bush River Meeting House whose meeting had been established in 1770.27 Married son Joseph
Jay sold his Orange Co., NC property in January 1772 28 and would have made the migration around the
same time as his parents and younger siblings. Married children Sarah Jay Satterfield and James Jay did
not make the move and remained in North Carolina for the remainder of their lives. North Carolina
land deeds show that son William Jay, Jr stayed for a time in NC before he finally joined the family
group in SC in late 1774.29
Ninety-Six District SC
The Jay family, with unmarried children John, Mary, Rachel, Lydia and David, began settling on the
land near Beaverdam Creek in Ninety Six District. This district had been created in 1769 as a result of
the public outcry to establish more localized entities to handle early South Carolina government action
(courts, etc.) in the upcountry.30 Unfortunately, there is no record in the original Bush River MM
minutes that enhances our understanding with regard to the Jay family migration or their first arrival
into the upcountry of SC.
Death of William Jay Sr.
Tragically, William Jay Sr. died within a year of the family’s arrival in SC. He penned his last will and
testament on November 23, 1772 and stated that he was ‘in weakness of body’ so undoubtedly of illhealth.31 He left his son John the 200 acre grant land on Beaverdam Creek and 7 year old son David
two tracts, totaling 150 acres.32 The will stated that the family lived on one of the tracts willed to David
Jay. It is also stated that his wife Mary was to have ‘benefit and possession’ of this 150 acres for the
rest of her life. In other words, while son David was ‘willed the land’, his mother held possession until
her death or disposal…which was common action to take in an effort to support a surviving spouse.
A codicil was added to the will to ensure that if 7 year old son David were to die prior to coming of age
(21 years old), then his inherited land was to be equally divided between daughters Mary, Rachel and
Lydia upon the death of their mother. Twenty year old son John Jay was appointed executor along with
William’s wife Mary Vestal.
The Bush River MM marriage record for son John Jay states the he was the “son of William Jay,
dec’d”, when he married Betty Pugh on the 4th day of the 3rd month 1773.33 While we do not know the
exact date of death of the Jay family patriarch, it can be placed after 23 Nov 1772. Since children John
Jay and Mary Jay began marriage preparations in early 177334, the authors assume the elder Jay died in
late 1772 or very early the following year.
No probate action, records or accounting are extant to document the distribution of the estate. It
appears that older son William Jay, Jr. migrated to 96 District after his father’s death…perhaps at the
request of their mother, a sense of greater family necessity or to deal with estate or land matters. We do
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know that William Jay, Jr. owned most of the original 200 acre grant property at the time of his death in
1797; however, no deed records detail that transfer. Additionally, there are no records that show the
distribution of young son David Jay’s 150 acre inheritance by either him or his mother.
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William Jay, Mary Vestal, the Society of Friends and Their Children
The authors feel it important to discuss the association of William Jay and his immediate family with
the Society of Friends in context over the period ca1738-1773. As discussed on pages 8-9, it can be
challenging to understand the exact dynamics of that relationship due to a variety of factors. The
family’s long distance from the Cane Creek MH in Orange Co., NC and the lack of Bush River MM
minutes during the specific period of the Jay migration from NC to SC35 create some roadblocks.
The following is the record of Society of Friends or other Quaker related entries regarding William Jay,
Mary Vestal and their family between the years 1749-1773:
Tithables List (Fairfax Co., VA)
1749
Wm Jay specifically enumerated as a Quaker 14
Orange Co., NC deed records
1752-1766
William Jay acknowledges or affirms (in lieu of swear by oath) deeds to
provide unbiased evidence of what was signed and by whom.36
Cane Creek MM (Orange Co., NC)
1755, 8, 2
William Jay received into membership with us 37
1766, 8, 2
Joseph Jay received into membership 38
1772, 2, 1
William Jay and children obtained a certificate 39
Hopewell MM (Frederick Co., VA)
1772, 10, 5
At this meeting Mary Jay formally Vestal sent a paper condemning her
outgoing in marriage which this meeting received & this meeting appoints
Jesse Pugh to assist the Women Friends in drawing a certificate for her to
Bush River Monthly Meeting in South Carolina.40
1772, 11, 2
The Friend appointed to draw a certificate for Mary Jay produced one to this
Meeting which was approved & signed.41
Bush River MM (Ninety Six Dist/Newberry Co., SC)
1773, 3, 4
Whereas John Jay, son of William Jay, deceased, and Mary Jay of Berkley
County and district of Ninety Six and province of South Carolina and of the
county and province afore s[ai]d … 42
1773, 3, 11
Whereas Charles Patty of Berkley County and district of Ninety Six in ye
province of South Carolina and Mary Jay, daughter of William Jay, deceased,
and Mary Jay of ye said province…43
It has been assumed by most that William Jay, originally a non-Quaker44, first joined the Society of
Friends at Cane Creek MM on the 2nd day of the 8th month 1755.37 However, William Jay can be found
specifically noted as Quaker as early as 1749 in Virginia14 above and was acknowledging or affirming
deeds as early at 1751 in Orange Co. NC. While these Quaker references do not confirm he was a
member of the Society at that time, they do indicate that William Jay was identified as Quaker by others
and that he was following, at a minimum, some Society practices.
The reader should be aware that the recorded 1755 membership request for a William Jay at Cane Creek
may not be that of the father William Jay at all! It is possible that this is a membership entry for
William Jr. who was at least 16 years old and coming of age at the time. He like his brother Joseph,
who joined in 1766, was not a birthright Quaker and would have joined on request. The extant records
are not explicit as to this particular William entry so there is no absolute answer.45
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There is no question that William Jay Sr. was a member at Cane Creek on the 1st day of the 2nd month
1772 when he and his unmarried minor children obtained a certificate for removal to Bush River MM in
SC (Mary still in a state of disownment). However, there is no recorded reciprocal receipt of certificate
at Bush River MM. In fact, there is no mention of William Jay in the Bush River MM minutes at all!
The only reference of the Jay progenitor is in the listing of his children’s births in the birth book and
reference to him being the deceased father of son John and daughter Mary in their separate marriage
records. Again, inconsistencies in record keeping (or record survival) may be the explanation to these
anomalies in 1772.46
Mary Vestal’s family held membership at Hopewell Monthly Meeting in Virginia.47 It appears that
Mary Vestal had been disowned for marrying William Jay based on her own admission in the 1772
letter transmitted to her membership meeting of record. There is no record of Mary Vestal Jay
attempting to correct this issue until late 1772 when she was reinstated into membership and by
extension accepted at Bush River MM. Since the women’s minutes at Bush River are not extant until
1791, there is no recorded reciprocal receipt of certificate. In summary, it appears that Mary Vestal Jay
was in a state of disownment from the time she married William Jay until the time she ‘apologized’ in
late 1772.
Regardless of the inconsistencies in Society records48, by the time William Jay died in late 1772 or early
1773, he and Mary Vestal appear to be members in good standing with the Society of Friends. Their
unmarried minor children who made the trip with the family to South Carolina were entered into the
birth records at Bush River as members.49 Additionally, early 1773 meeting minute discussion
regarding the marriage intentions of son John Jay and daughter Mary Jay treated them as current
(birthright) members.50
Family Epilogue
Mary Vestal Jay continued to raise her younger children and watched them and many grandchildren
come of age near Bush River for the next 31 years. In 1804, during the great Quaker migration out of
South Carolina, Mary Jay was taken to southwestern Ohio by her daughter Rachel Jay Arnold and spent
the rest of her days in Clinton Co. OH near the Caesar’s Creek Meeting House. Her date of death and
burial place are unknown. The authors believe she died about 180851 and is perhaps buried in old
Jenkins Cemetery52 just north of Arnold family property near current day New Burlington, OH.
William Jay’s oldest children, Sarah Jay Satterfield and James Jay remained in North Carolina and died
there after 1804 and in 1835 respectively.
William Jay, Jr. lived on ancestral Jay property next to Beaverdam Creek and died in Newberry Co., SC
in 1797. Much of his large family migrated into the Ohio area over the following 20 years, only a few
remained in the South.
Joseph Jay migrated to the Bush River area and then on to Abbeville District SC where he died circa
1806.
John Jay, staunch Quaker, married Betty Pugh at the Bush River MM, raised a large family and
migrated to Ohio with them in late 1803.
Quaker Mary Jay married Charles Paty at the Bush River MM and migrated to Ohio in 1802. She
remained very active with the Women Friends until her death.
Rachel Jay married George Arnold and migrated to Ohio, also taking her mother, Mary Vestal Jay, in
1804.
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Lydia Jay married James Mills and migrated with a family of 9 sons and a daughter to Ohio in
1799…they were the first of the Jay clan into the Northwest Territory.
David Jay was married twice, left the Society of Friends and became an ordained Methodist Minister.
He migrated into far western NC circa 1804, then to Tennessee circa 1811 and finally to northwest
Georgia in 1822 where he died in 1839.
Summary
William Jay of Frederick County Virginia was a pioneer into the colonial outback of Virginia and the
Carolinas. He was a respected citizen land owner and raised a family that eventually populated both
North and South. His descendants fought each other in the tragic American Civil War, but his line has
persevered. He is the established patriarch of the largest Jay family in the United States.
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The Children of William Jay
WILLIAM1 JAY, SR. was born Abt. 1711 in possibly NJ, and died Bet. 23 Nov 1772 - Jan 1773 in Ninety Six
District, SC. He married (1) UNKNOWN Abt. 1732. She probably died about 1736 in probably Orange Co.,
VA. He married (2) MARY VESTAL Abt. 1738 in probably Orange Co., VA, daughter of WILLIAM VESTAL
and ELIZABETH MERCER. She was born Abt. 1720 in Chester Co., PA, and died Abt. 1808 near New
Burlington, Clinton Co., OH.
Child of WILLIAM JAY and UNKNOWN is:
i. SARAH JAY, b. Abt. 1733, near Evitt's Run and Vestal's Ferry, Orange Co., VA; d. After 1804,
Person Co., NC; m. JOHN SATTERFIELD, Abt. 1756, Orange Co., NC.
Children of WILLIAM JAY and MARY VESTAL are:
ii. WILLIAM JAY, JR., b. Abt. 1739, near Evitt's Run and Vestal's Ferry, Orange Co., VA; d. Bef.
28 Feb 1797, Newberry Co., SC; m. (1) ELIZABETH UNKNOWN, Abt. 1761, Orange Co., NC;
b. Abt. 1742; d. Bet. 1772 - 1778, Orange Co., NC or Bush River, Newberry District, SC; m. (2)
MARGARET UNKNOWN, Abt. 1777, 96 District, SC; b. Bef. 1755; d. Bet. 1805 - 1812,
probably Newberry Co., SC.
iii. JAMES JAY, b. 1 Jan 1744, Frederick Co., VA; d. Bet. Feb - Mar 1835, Person Co., NC; m. (1)
MARY VOSS, Abt. 1765, Orange Co. NC; b. Abt. 1745; d. Abt. 1795, Person Co., NC; m. (2)
MARTHA LEWIS, Abt. 24 Jan 1798, Caswell Co. NC; b. Abt. 1750; d. Bet. 1821 - 1824, Person
Co. NC; m. (3) ELIZABETH ALLEN, Abt. 21 Dec 1824, Person Co. NC; b. Abt. 1755; d. Bet.
1838 - 1840.
iv. JOSEPH JAY, b. Abt. 1746, Frederick Co., VA; d. Bef. 26 Aug 1806, Abbeville Co., SC; m.
MARY COTHRAN, Abt. 1765, Orange Co., NC; b. Abt. 1747; d. Aft. 1806 in probably Abbeville
Co., SC.
49

v. JOHN JAY, b. 26th day of the 10th month 1752 , North Fork of the Flat River, Orange Co., NC;
d. 23 Apr 1829, Miami Co., OH; m. ELIZABETH PUGH, 4th day 3rd month 1773, Bush River
MH, 96 District, SC; b. 06 Sep 1755, Frederick Co., VA; d. 23 Apr 1821, Miami Co., OH.
49

vi. MARY JAY, b. 9th day of the 9th month 1755 , North Fork of the Flat River, Orange Co., NC; d.
Aft. 1830, probably IN; m. CHARLES PATY, 11th day 3rd month 1773, Bush River, 96 District,
SC; b. Abt. 1750 in VA.
49

vii. RACHEL JAY, b. 16th day of the 8th month 1758 , North Fork of the Flat River, Orange Co., NC;
d. 1836, near New Burlington, Clinton Co., OH; m. GEORGE ARNOLD, Abt. 1782, 96 District,
SC; b. Abt. 1756, North Carolina; d. Abt. Mar 1844, near New Burlington, Clinton Co., OH.
49

viii. LYDIA JAY, b. 3rd day of the 12th month 1761 , North Fork of the Flat River, Orange Co., NC; d.
1840, probably Clinton Co. OH; m. (1) JAMES MILLS, Abt. 1779, 96 District, SC; b. Abt. 1759;
d. Abt. 1836, Warren Co., OH; m. (2) GEORGE ARNOLD, 09 Oct 1837, Warren Co., OH; b. Abt.
1756, North Carolina; d. Abt. Mar 1844, near New Burlington, Clinton Co., OH.
49

ix. DAVID JAY, b. 28th day of the 5th month 1765 , North Fork of the Flat River, Orange Co., NC; d.
11 Feb 1839 53, Lumpkin Co., GA; m. (1) UNKNOWN, Bet. 1782 - 1783, probably 96 District, SC;
54
m. (2) ELIZABETH EARP, 14 Mar 1795 , Newberry Co., SC; b. Abt. 1781, Fairfax Co., VA; d.
about 1850, Lumpkin Co., GA.
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Addressing Erroneous Tradition, Incorrect Information …and other things you may see in print
As a general comment, the oft seen birth and marriage date speculation for William Jay Sr. and Mary
Vestal have their roots in a statement by Jay family historian Eli Jay.55 That statement coupled with a
reported birth record for son James Jay56 fueled incorrect assumptions that codified both the family
order and other date speculation with regard to the family. Unfortunately, one hundred (100) years of
incorrect published assumption is very difficult to correct.
Mary Vestal’s Name
At times the reader may see Mary Vestal Jay referred to as Mary Elizabeth Vestal Jay. This is incorrect
and cannot be substantiated by legitimate source or documentary evidence. She was Mary Vestal. The
author’s do not know the source of this undocumented addition; however, can attest to the frequent 20th
century addition of ‘middle names’57 to ancestors…who have none. Errors of this nature generally
originate when someone comes across an inconsistency or mistake in information or notes and ends up
blending two names together. Once that blended name finds its way to the internet, it is difficult to
prevent its proliferation.
Son James Jay’s Name
This will be fully discussed in a chapter dedicated to son James Jay; however, at times the reader may
see James Jay referred to as Rev. James George Jay. This is incorrect and cannot be substantiated by
legitimate source or documentary evidence. The authors’ hold copies or have reviewed scores of
census, tax, land, probate and other governmental records associated with this man and he is always
listed as or signed his name James Jay. The authors do not know the source of this undocumented
middle name but its use first appears after 1970 (see discussion on middle names and their proliferation
in above paragraph). Additionally, while James Jay was very active in the Flat River Baptist Church
and became a Deacon, he was not an ordained minister and did not carry the title of Reverend.
Incorrect information in the JFI
There are several published ‘versions’ of the Jay Family Index, they are inconsistent one to another in
areas and specifically as to page numbering. As a result page numbers cannot be referenced. The
following is a list, perhaps incomplete, of incorrect information printed in the JFI:







William Jay (labeled as individual 1002) is NOT the son of an individual named John Jay who
was born in Boston and died ca1724 at Alloway Creek, NJ. His father (parents) is (are)
unknown and cannot be documented as of the date of this publication.
William Jay (1002) is shown to have been born in Maryland in 1720 sections of the book. This
was speculation and incorrect. Another section of the publication shows William Jay (1002)
born 1711…the authors agree with this speculation.
The 1743 marriage date for William Jay (1002) and Mary Vestal is speculation and in error.
No documentary record or inference to this date and specific location exists. They were
probably married on the west side of the Shenandoah River in what was then Orange Co. VA.
As a result, it could be argued that the location of their marriage, ‘near Hopewell Mtg.
Winchester, VA’, is correct as noted. The authors feel that description is
misleading…especially since they were confirmed to have married ‘out of meeting’ and lived
roughly 30 miles from the meeting house.
The date of death and burial location for Mary Vestal Jay is speculation and most likely
incorrect. Absolutely no documentary record or inference to this date and specific location
exists.51,52
The birth date for son William Jay (labeled 1315) is speculation and in error.
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The death location for son David Jay (labeled 1320) is incorrect.
The note referencing a 495 acre NC land grant is incorrect…it was 395 acres.

Speculation and Incorrect information regarding possible other children of William Jay, Sr.
Mary Vestal (wife of James Vestal)
Mary Vestal ca (1735-1770), wife of James Vestal (brother of Mary Vestal Jay), has been
traditionally held as a Jay by the family history enthusiast descendants of James Vestal. To
date the authors have seen no documentary evidence (probate, deed, bible, etc.) that would
corroborate that tradition.
Compelling is the fact that descendant males of this family have been given the first name JAY
for many generations. This tradition started with David Vestal (son of James Vestal, brotherin-law of William Jay), who named a son Jay Vestal (1794-1883).
Conversely, William Jay, Sr. was in fact an uncle to the referenced David Vestal and perhaps
the naming of a son JAY was honoring a favorite or respected uncle and not a direct ancestor.
Additionally, the thought of William Jay having two daughters named Mary (one born 1735
and the other 1755) is not logically consistent with typical family naming practices of the day.
While certainly anything is possible, this association seems more of a forced attempt to believe
and blend tradition where no documentation is present. Without other compelling
documentation the authors reject that Mary, wife of James Vestal, was a daughter of William
Jay. Additionally, the authors do not believe that Mary Vestal (wife of James Vestal) was a
sister of William Jay, Sr. for a multitude of reasons.
Deborah McCool (wife of James McCool)
The reader will see Deborah McCool (wife of James McCool) listed as a daughter of William
Jay, Sr. The genus of this error began in a book written by Wilmer L. Kerns titled Frederick
County, Virginia: Settlement and Some First Families of Back Creek Valley, 1730-1830, p188,
published in 1995.
Mr. Kerns’ confusion regarding this issue was caused by a probate statement of record that
James McCool Jr was a brother-in-law to John Jay [son of William and Mary (Vestal) Jay].
The statement is correct, but not because his wife Deborah was a Jay. Instead, John Jay's wife
Elizabeth Pugh was a half-sister to James McCool. Their mother Ann Wright (1725-1801) was
first married to James McCool, Sr. and they were parents to James McCool Jr. After James
McCool Sr. died, Ann married Thomas Pugh in 1753 and they were the parents of Elizabeth
Pugh who married John Jay.58 Deborah McCool was NOT a daughter of William Jay and Mary
Vestal.
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Important Documents

1734 Virginia Land Grant
100 acres
Orange Co., Virginia
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William Jay to
Thomas Rutherford
100 acres (“the Grant”)
as a citizen of
Fairfax Co., Virginia
con’t on next page….
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1753 Grant Survey
395 acres on the
North Flat River
Orange Co., NC
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William Jay’s NC Grant
395 Acres
Entered 1751
Surveyed 1753
Granted 1756
con’t on next page….
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James Jay

Willm Jay Jnr

William Jay
Senr

Joseph Jay

1771 Petition to Subdivide Orange Co., North Carolina
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1772 South Carolina Grant
…on a small branch of Beaverdam Creek
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Survey for William Jay, Sr.’s SC Grant
William Jay, Jr. died on this property
and it was conveyed in his 1797 estate.
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William Jay’s 1772
Last Will and Testament
96 District SC
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William Jay’s Children’s Births
from the
Bush River SC Monthly Meeting
Birth and Death Book

Mary Vestal Jay’s 1772 Apology
from the
Hopewell VA Monthly Meeting Minutes
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1

Vince King & Christy Jay, A Discussion on William Jay of Frederick County Virginia: Tradition vs. Evidence;
2007; online. http://www.jayfamily.org/docs/research/ResearchDoc3.pdf. Also reprinted in this work…see
page 42.
2
See DNA discussions in the Introduction, page 7.
3
By an Act of November 12, 1738, Frederick County, Virginia, was created from the western lands of Orange
County. In 1743, when the county’s government was established, James Wood laid out Frederick Town on the
site of Opequon. In 1752, Frederick Town was renamed Winchester. It was the county seat of Frederick
County.
4
Cecil O’Dell, Pioneer s of Old Frederick County Virginia; 1995; Introduction, p. ix
5
John and Isaac Van Metre (Van Meter), former residents of Salem Co., NJ from 1710-1725, obtained the
original grant of 40,000+ acres in the Northern Neck in a 1730 grant from William Gooch, Lt. Governor of the
Colony of Virginia. This was the first land to be granted in the area. It was granted after the Van Metre's
persuaded the Governor that they needed land to settle eleven families in the region. The government was
anxious to promote settlement in the wilderness west to protect it from the Indians and settle in the area and
thus granted the land. On August 5, 1731, the Van Metre brothers sold the land to Jost Hite. Hite had also
obtained other land grants from the governor of Virginia. This area of Virginia would later become Frederick
County. In October 1734 Hite then assigned and granted parcels of land to others….including William Jay,
William Vestal, Robert Worthington, etc.
6
William Jay land patent from the Colony of VA on October 3, 1734; Virginia Land Office Patents No. 15, 17321735 (v.1 & 2 p.1-522), p. 319 (Reel 13).
7
James Wood Collection, 711 THL, Stewart Bell Jr. Archives, Handley Regional Library, Winchester, VA. Col.
James Wood, the first county clerk of Frederick Co. maintained a Fee Book. This book contains a list of
settlers with fees assessed in pounds of tobacco, the medium of exchange. The book notes that William Jay was
assessed fees in the amount of 15# of tobacco in 1744.
8
The reader will often see the marriage date of William Jay and Mary Vestal stated as 1743. It is listed as such in
the JFI also. That date has no basis in documentation or 19 th century written tradition. It is basically 75 year
old ‘current-day’ speculation based on the incorrect assumption that James Jay was the oldest child born in
1744. As a result, family history enthusiasts speculated the marriage date as a year earlier. Additionally, the
reader will find the 1743 quoted and implied as part of Mary Vestal Jay’s 1772 recorded apology to for
marrying out of meeting. No marriage date, much less 1743, is mentioned or documented in the recorded
apology which is illustrated in this work, page xxx.
9
A substantial body of evidence exists to persuade and convince the authors that Sarah Satterfield, wife of James
Satterfield, was the daughter of William Jay by a previous marriage. See discussion with this chapter.
10
Orange Co. VA Order Book 2, Sept Court 1740; page 269
Orange Co. VA Order Book 2, May Court 1741; page 300
Orange Co. VA Order Book 3, Nov Court 1741; page 75
Frederick Co., VA Order Book 1, Mar Court 1744, page 281
Frederick Co., VA Order Book 1, Mar Court 1744, page 294
11
Frederick Co., VA Order Book 1, Dec Court 1744, page 233
12
Frederick Co., VA Order Book 1, page 122
13
Frederick Co., VA Deed Book 1, page 420, Sept. 5, 1748, Deed of Lease - Frederick County Clerk's Office,
Winchester, VA; Deed Book 1, page 421, Sept. 6, 1748, Deed of Release – Frederick County Clerk's Office,
Winchester, VA).
14
1749 List of Tithables in Fairfax County compiled by Rev. Charles Green; Fairfax County Chapter NSDAF,
Vienna, VA - Original manuscript in Library of Congress
15
Hite v. Fairfax, (Original Case Citation: 4 Call 42) 8 Va. 42 (1786); original housed in the British Museum;
transcript printed in McKay and Allied Family History and Genealogy by Brandon Hunter McKay; Handley
Library, Winchester, VA. William Jay was named as a defendant in the suit page 174.
16
Lord Granville (Grant) to William Jay; Grant dated May 6, 1756. Grant 170, Book 14, p. 432, Land Grant
Records of N.C., Vol. 1.
17
John Jay’s birthplace has been traditionally stated as Frederick Co., VA. The author’s believe it to be Orange
Co. NC as a result of confirmed migration patterns. Additionally, had John Jay been born in VA, the locale was
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probably Fairfax Co., VA. It is understandable why this location was discussed. John Jay’s wife, Betty Pugh,
was born in Frederick Co., VA and her parents lived there. It is logical that many stories concerning the ‘early
days in Frederick County’ were told to children and grandchildren, thus the source of possible location
confusion by later generations.
18
1755 Orange Co NC Tithables List, page 9; Treasurer and Comptroller's Papers Box 1, North Carolina State
Archives, Raleigh, NC
19
Vince King & Christy Jay, A Discussion on William Jay of Frederick County Virginia: Tradition vs. Evidence;
2007; online. http://www.jayfamily.org/docs/research/ResearchDoc3.pdf. Also reprinted in this work…see
page 43.
20
William Jay Sr. was living among and enumerated as a Quaker in the 1749 Fairfax Co. VA tithables list. His
children, John Jay born 1752 and Mary Jay born 1755, were noted as members by the Bush River SC MM.
This would imply that William Jay Sr. may have already a member of the Society of Friends during the period.
However, the fact that his wife Mary Vestal ‘apologized’ for marrying out of meeting (mca1739) and that his
son Joseph Jay (b1746) was received on request into Society membership in NC suggests that William Jay Sr.
was not a member of the Society in 1739 and 1746 respectively.
21
History of Benton, Washington, Carroll, Madison, Crawford, Franklin, Sebastian Counties, Arkansas; page
1208; Goodspeed Publishing Co., 1889. “Her mother’s maiden name was Rachel Satterfield, whose mother
was a Jay.”
22
Petition, General Assembly Session Records (GASR), Nov-Dec 1771; Box 5, North Carolina State Archives,
Raleigh, NC
23
Caswell County, North Carolina, was established in 1777. It was carved from Orange County to make
governmental agencies more accessible to the area's residents which had included the Jay family and their
neighbors. Over three hundred men signed the petition submitted in 1771 requesting that the Colonial
government at New Bern further partition Orange County. Because matters leading to the Revolution took
precedence, no action was taken on this petition. It was not until independence had been declared and the
Revolutionary War had begun that Caswell County was created by the first state government.
24
James Penn Whittenburg, Backwoods Revolutionaries: Social Context and Constitutional Theories of the North
Carolina Regulators, 1765-1771. Graduate thesis. University of Georgia, 1974.
25
Cane Creek MM NC Minutes, 1751-1796, Vol 1; page 45
26
South Carolina Royal Grants, Volume 26, page 376, William Gee ST 73, South Carolina Dept. of Archives and
History, Columbia SC.
27
William Wade Hinshaw, Encyclopedia of American Quaker Genealogy, Genealogical Publishing Co., Inc.,
1936, Volume I, p.1015.
28
Orange Co., NC Deed Book 1, pp 373-74; Joseph Jay to Anthony Kennon
29
Caswell Co., NC Deed Book A, p 541; William Jay to Thomas Person. William Jay, Jr. sold his North Carolina
property as a stated resident of NC on August 4, 1774. This recorded statement documents that William Jay, Jr
migrated to 96 District SC after that date in 1774.
30
Walter Edgar, The South Carolina Encyclopedia, University of South Carolina Press, 2006, pp. 230-234.
Almost all early South Carolina government action (courts, etc.) took place in Charleston. There were three or
four coastal districts, and imaginary lines ran northwest into the upcountry. But there was not much law and
order in the upcountry. It was a big inconvenience to have to travel all the way on muddy trails from the
upcountry to Charleston for civil actions (record deeds, etc.) or criminal action. The uproar became so great that
finally, in 1769, additional districts were created. The northwest portion of South Carolina became Ninety Six
District. It basically was between the Broad River which flowed out of North Carolina and the Savannah River
on the Georgia border. On the southeast was Orangeburg District and on the northwest was Indian land.
31
South Carolina Will BK TT, pp 22-23
32
The purchase and transfer records of the specific tracts willed to David Jay have not been located and probably
do not exist. They are stated to adjoin the 200 acre 1772 grant land.
33
Bush River MM SC Minutes, 1772-1783, page 13, Friends Historical Collection, Hege Library, Guilford
College, Greensboro, NC
34
Bush River MM SC Minutes, 1772-1783, page 9, Friends Historical Collection, Hege Library, Guilford
College, Greensboro, NC
35
In 1770 a committee appointed by the Western Quarterly Meeting to visit Friends at Bush River Meeting in
South Carolina recommended that a monthly meeting be settled there. This recommendation was approved by
the Quarterly Meeting in the 11th month, 1770; however, Bush River MM minute records are not extant or were
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not kept until the 4th month, 1772…a sixteen (16) month gap. This fact raises questions about how Quaker
families who arrived prior to the 4th month 1772 were documented, if at all.
36
Members of the Society of Friends refused to swear any oath, which would otherwise have barred them from
many public positions. Quakers believed in speaking the truth at all times and so they considered the act of
swearing to truth only in court rather than in everyday life implies double standards. As referenced in James
5:12, they tried to "let your yea be yea and your nay be nay". They would however, affirm or acknowledge a
deed or other legal documents. In law, an affirmation is a solemn declaration allowed to those who
conscientiously object to taking an oath. An affirmation has exactly the same legal effect as an oath but is
usually taken to avoid the religious implications of an oath; it is thus legally binding but not considered a
religious oath.
37
Cane Creek MM (NC) Minutes, Vol 01, 1751-1796, p14; Friends Historical Collection, Hege Library, Guilford
College, Greensboro, NC
38
Cane Creek MM (NC) Minutes, Vol 01, 1751-1796, p36; Friends Historical Collection, Hege Library, Guilford
College, Greensboro, NC
39
Cane Creek MM (NC) Minutes, Vol 01, 1751-1796, p45; Friends Historical Collection, Hege Library, Guilford
College, Greensboro, NC
40
Hopewell MM (VA) Minutes 1759-1776, p281; Friends Historical Library of Swathmore College, PA
41
Hopewell MM (VA) Minutes 1759-1776, p282; Friends Historical Library of Swathmore College, PA
42
New Garden Quarterly, Bush River MM (SC) Records_Marriages Vol 1 1768-1797, pp13-14; Friends
Historical Collection, Hege Library, Guilford College, Greensboro, NC
43
New Garden Quarterly, Bush River MM (SC) Records_Marriages Vol 1 1768-1797, pp 11-13; Friends
Historical Collection, Hege Library, Guilford College, Greensboro, NC
44
Based on Mary Vestal Jay’s 1772 condemnation of her marriage.
45
It is documented that William Jay, Jr. was not a member of the Society in SC and had children join on request.
However, that does imply he was never a member. His brother, Joseph, was received into membership with the
Society in 1766, was never discussed (as a member) or made mention of again in any Society records and also
had children join on request. The record keeping was just too imprecise to make a definitive statement of fact.
46
Bush River MM minute records are not extant or were not kept until the 4th month, 1772…a sixteen (16) month
gap. This fact raises questions about how Quaker families who arrived prior to the 4 th month 1772 were
documented, if at all.
47
Mary’s mother, Elizabeth Mercer, was a birthright Quaker. Her father, William Vestal, had apparently become a
Quaker by the 5th day of the 2nd month 1729 when he requested a certificate of removal to North Carolina from
the Center Meeting House. The family eventually settled in Orange Co. (to become Frederick Co.) VA in the
mid- 1730s. Her mother, Elizabeth Mercer Vestal, along with her sons, moved there membership from
Hopewell MM to Cane Creek MM in 1751.
48
As mentioned on page 9, the Jay family lived a two day ride (50-60 miles) from the Cane Creek MH located
near Snow Camp, NC. A thorough review of all Cane Creek records, including scores of intact marriage
certificates (which include names, not necessarily all, of witnesses who attended), shows no Jay entries except
as noted in this section. Many Vestal family marriages occurred at Cane Creek in the period and no Jay family
members were recorded present. Bottomline, the Jay family did not venture to the MH at Snow Camp on a
regular basis, perhaps only 3-4 times in over 20 years. It also seems any hearsay concerning possible
transgressions didn’t filter its way back either.
Other anomalies exist. Son Joseph Jay, who joined at Cane Creek in 1766 before his marriage, was never
recorded as disowned at any point at any location. It seems he just ‘walked away’ and the Society never took
notice. Son William Jay Jr., if he joined, did the same. In South Carolina, children of Joseph Jay (Jane Jay
Elleman) would subsequently join the Society on request which was indicative of a non-member parent.
William Jay, Jr also had children join at Bush River MM on request. More discussion on William Jay, Jr and
Joseph Jay can be found in those chapters. It is known that the Bush River Women’s minutes are not extant
from 1772-1791 so any discussions regarding the marriage of Rachel Jay b1758 to non-Quaker George Arnold
would not exist. Son David Jay b1765 is not mentioned (other than the birth record) in the Bush River minutes
either. He was married twice in Ninety Six District SC and no discussion or action regarding either marriage
appears in the record.
In general, the authors feel that Society record keeping was very good for the time. However, it is apparent
some events were either missed or not recorded.
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49

Bush River MM SC Birth & Death Book, page 107, Friends Historical Collection, Hege Library, Guilford
College, Greensboro, NC
50
New Garden Quarterly, Bush River (SC) MM Minutes 1772-1783, pp10-11,13; Friends Historical Collection,
Hege Library, Guilford College, Greensboro, NC
51
No documentation exists to pinpoint her date of death (DOD), which would have occurred after the migration to
southwestern Ohio in 1805. The women’s meeting minutes from both Miami and Caesar’s Creek (OH) MM are
extant for the period and are silent on the subject. As background, the authors believe that William Jay, Jr. born
ca 1739 was Mary Vestal’s son (discussed in the William Jay, Jr. chapter). As such we speculate that she was
born ca 1720…which is earlier than past ‘traditional’ speculation. As a result, the authors also speculate that she
died prior to 1810 and use a DOD of ca 1808. The JFI shows Mary Vestal Jay’s DOD as “about 1818-1820”.
The text gives no sources or details concerning the reference and while a ca 1818-1820 DOD is possible, the
authors feel it is improbable. Based on knowledge of the Eli Jay manuscript collection and the compiling of the
JFI, the author’s assume the JFI referenced death date was speculation on the part of Cassius Jay. She would
have almost certainly died near New Burlington, OH as that is the location of the Arnold homestead where she
undoubtedly lived.
52
No documentation exists to determine Mary Vestal Jay’s burial location. She migrated to Ohio in 1805 with her
daughter Rachel Jay Arnold. Mary Jay undoubtedly lived in the Arnold home just east of Caesar’s Creek in
Clinton Co. OH near New Burlington until her death. Her grandson, Jesse Arnold, made the same migration to
Ohio with his parents and grandmother in 1805. Grandson Jesse Arnold would have lived in the house with his
grandmother prior to his marriage in 1813. As such Jesse Arnold would have been ‘around and close’ to his
grandmother Jay. Jesse Arnold was a member and very active in the Caesar’s Creek MM…and for a time in
charge of recording marriages for the meeting. The Caesar’s Creek death and burial ground records are extant
and quite detailed for the period beginning in 1804. Mary Vestal Jay is not recorded buried at the Caesar’s
Creek Burial Ground. The authors believe that Jesse Arnold, an active Quaker who was responsible for
recording records, would have made sure her internment was recorded had she been buried at the Friends burial
ground. Conversely, the descendants and extended relations of the George Arnold family can be documented to
have been buried in the old Jenkins Cemetery just north of the Arnold property in Clinton Co. This cemetery
holds graves from the early 1800 period. The Jenkins Cemetery is closer and more convenient to Arnold
property than the Caesar’s Creek burial ground. As a result, the authors speculate that Mary Vestal Jay may
likely be buried in the old Jenkins Cemetery.
53
Southern Christian Advocate, Charleston, SC, April 26, 1839, page 179, column 3; Obituary for David Jay.
54
Francis Asbury, The Journal of the Rev. Francis Asbury Bishop of the Methodist Episcopal Church, 1794-1816,
Vol II, pg 219 of the First Edition printed 1821, original printing in the possession of the author.
55
Eli Jay wrote that his father, Walter Denny Jay 1786-1865, had given Eli “the names and some account of the
children of William and Mary Jay.” Eli also stated that his father listed those children in the order of their ages
“as he remembered them”. In this remembrance, Eli stated that his father thought that James Jay was the oldest
son of William Jay and Mary Vestal.
56
In the 1890s, Eli Jay received a birth record for the family of James Jay, son of William Jay and Mary Vestal.
As such, that information found its way to Cassius M. Jay and subsequently to the JFI. Combining James Jay’s
1744 birth record with Eli Jay’s assertion that his father “thought” James Jay was the oldest child led to
systematic speculation regarding the birth and marriage dates for both William Jay and Mary Vestal.
Unfortunately, those speculated dates were built on a flawed foundation regarding the birth order of the oldest
children.
57
Robert W. Baird, Bob’s Genealogy Filing Cabinet_Southern and Colonial Genealogies, The Use of Middle
Names; online; http://www.genfiles.com/articles/middle-names/; Middle names among English-speakers were
essentially nonexistent until the mid-1600s, remained quite rare for another century or so, and did not become
common until well after the American Revolution. Among the British stock of the southern colonies middle
names were rarely bestowed on children until after the Revolution and did not become customary until the mid1800s. A study of the births and baptisms recorded in the register of Virginia’s Albemarle Parish shows that
only about 3% of children born between 1750 and 1775 were given middle names. Even among aristocratic
families, the practice was no more common. Of the 56 men who signed the Declaration of Independence, only
three had middle names — two of whom were brothers. By the end of the 18th century middle names were
still unusual among typical Americans. Only three of our first seventeen presidents — all them born by 1809
— carried middle names.
58
Guy Perry III, personal email to the authors which can be confirmed by research, September 8, 2014.
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* The following report was published in 2007 and reprinted in its entirety for reference as
it contains documentary record citations.
There are four minor updates which are shown with strikeouts and
authors comments in [brackets].*

A DISCUSSION ON WILLIAM JAY OF FREDERICK COUNTY VIRGINIA

Tradition vs. Evidence
October 20, 2007
TRADITIONAL WRITINGS AND RESEARCH
THE TRADITIONAL BIRTH YEAR OF WILLIAM JAY (m. Mary Vestal)
For the past 50 years, the birth year of William Jay has been generally quoted at ca 1720. The listing of
that date is a result of a reference by John Edwin Jay in his often cited 1959 manuscript “My
Genealogy” that has been widely circulated throughout Jay circles. On page 25 of the manuscript, John
Edwin Jay while discussing the 1773 will and death of William Jay states:
“In connection with this will of William Jay there was a reminiscent touch of sadness.
It is Percy Brown again who furnishes us these human touches of life and tradition
about these people. He tells the tradition about an old letter which he learned about,
which recalls that; “William Jay died shortly before the wedding of his son John to
rd
Elizabeth Pugh, as the result of an accident, he being only in his 53 year”.” 1
In effect John Edwin Jay is actually a secondary source for this information with his primary source
being Percy Pemberton Brown.
Recent research in the Eli Jay manuscript collection2 and the JFA Archives has provided the primary
source for Mr. Jay’s quotation. It can be found in a letter written from Percy P. Brown to Esther
Rouland dated March 23, 1959. 3
“First, regarding the dating of William Jay, who married Mary Vestal. Several
accounts have been put in print;
(1) “American Ancestry”, Vol. 10, for 1895. This says simply that, “William Jay, b
cir. 1720-5, M. in Frederick Co., Va. Mary Vestal.” 4
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(2) “Compendium of American Genealogy,” in an entry made about 1887 or 89, does
not give the dates for this William Jay, but says he was born in Harford Co., Md.” 5
(3) “Life and Labors of Dr. Allen Jay, Ph.D.” This biography of a much loved
president of Earlham College, was published shortly after his death, in 1910,
sometime in the teens. The first chapter is concerned with his ancestry, stressing
the Pugh and Macy families. It arranges the family in a large chart, which says
only, regarding this couple: “William Jay married 1743 Mary Vestal, who came
from Newark Monthly Meeting, Pa. to Va. About 1730. They were the parents of
eight, including 5 sons.” 6
(4) “History of Grant Co., Ind.” An article on the Baldwin family (which also married
into my Pemberton line), mentions Mary (Jay) Baldwin, Friends minister, and
traces her descent, in a sentence, back to William Jay, who married Mary Vestal, in
Va. It mentions, then, an old letter, given to her by an aunt, from some long dead
relative in the Carolinas, who recalled that “William Jay died shortly before the
wedding of his son John to Elizabeth Pugh; as the result of an accident, he being
on in his fifty-third year.” 7
During February 2007 Christy Jay and I researched the Eli and Mahalah Jay Papers at Earlham
College in Richmond, IN. It should be noted that Eli Jay, the earliest of Jay historians, in his
early writings rarely attempted to pinpoint or discuss the birth year of William Jay.
“I never had any definite information from my father concerning his ancestors beyond
his own father;s (sic) family.” 8
Additionally, Cassius M. Jay in his early correspondence and his application to join the Sons of the
American Revolution did not speculate as to the birth year of William Jay. In fact, in Cassius’ own
notebook which was published by the JFA as the Jay Family Index in 1963, Cassius himself shows a
circa 1711 birth year entry for William Jay on page 1 where he lists him as a son of John Jay (1001).
It can be unequivocally stated that no letter or reference to any letter exists that supports the ‘53rd year
death’ statement. Had that letter been passed from Eli Jay to Cassius M. Jay, you can rest assured that
he would have recorded it in his notebook. Further research of every Grant County Indiana history
book of record confirms that no such passage referencing the death of William Jay (as quoted by Percy
P. Brown above) exists. 7
In summary, none of the early Jay researchers knew for sure or possessed and studied a complete set of
documents or timelines to accurately place William Jay’s birth year.
THE TRADITIONAL BIRTH PLACE OF WILLIAM JAY
For the past 50 years, the birth place of William Jay has been generally quoted as Harford County,
Maryland. The listing of that place can be generally attributed to the reference in parentheses on the
title page of the Jay Family Index published in 1963 where it states “The Descendants of William Jay
(born Harford County, Maryland, 1720) and Mary Vestal Jay”.
Recent research of the Eli Jay manuscript collection and the JFA Archives has provided new insight as
to what the early researchers really knew about the early life of William Jay.
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Eli Jay in his early writings never commented as to the birth place of his ancestor William Jay. Later in
his life (1900-1905) as he continued to receive letters from other Jay families in the United States, he
did once speculate that perhaps the family originated from Montgomery County, Maryland. 9 This
speculation was based on a letter he received from the family of William Jay and Ann King whose
ancestors did emanate from that county. However, Eli did stress that this was speculation only.
Current DNA testing has now proven that there is no connection between William Jay (m. Mary Vestal)
and the Montgomery County, Maryland, Jays. None of Eli’s writings ever mentioned Harford County,
Maryland.
None of Cassius M. Jay’s early writings, his SAR application or his often quoted November 1928
California State Society Sons of the Revolution “Bulletin” article, reference Harford County, Maryland.
So, where does Harford County, Maryland, come from? Correspondence in the JFA Archives shows
that in the early 1950s, Jay researchers uncovered information on the Stephen Jay (b. 1733) family of
Harford County, Maryland. This family was in Baltimore/Harford County, Maryland area as early as
1750 with descendants remaining today. It is apparent from the correspondence, that with limited
options, those researchers assumed that perhaps William Jay had connections to that county also. And
once written, these assumptions generally where accepted as fact. However, as of this date there is
absolutely no documentary evidence which places or ties William Jay (m. Mary Vestal) to Harford
County, Maryland.
THE TRADITIONAL MARRIAGE DATE and CHILDREN OF WILLIAM JAY & MARY
VESTAL
The marriage date of William Jay and Mary Vestal has always been discussed in “about or circa” terms.
The 1743 date is conjecture based on the birth record of son James Jay on January 1, 1744. James Jay
has been traditionally assumed to be the oldest son of William Jay and Mary Vestal based on the
writings of Eli Jay where he stated…
“As to the Jay name, my father [Walter Denny Jay], a few years before his death, gave
me the names and some account of the children of his grandparents William and Mary
Jay, which I fortunately wrote down at the time. “ 10
and
“William and Mary Jay had eight children, five sons and three daughters, born in the
years 1744 to 1765. My father’s account of these children to me almost a half century
ago, as he remembered them in the order of their ages was: . . James . . .;
William, . . .; Joseph, . .. ; John, . . .; Mary, . . . ; Rachel, . . .; Lydia, . . .; and David.” 11
It is from these passages that the William Jay “circa” marriage date and family order was established.
However, no documentary evidence exists to specifically detail and pinpoint any exact dates, names or
the birth order of the eldest children (those born prior to 1752 and not named in the Bush River MM
Birth Book). Additionally, research of the Eli and Mahalah Jay manuscript collection confirms beyond
a shadow-of-a- doubt that Professor Jay and his correspondents were not always accurate with family
traditions and remembrances. A prime example is their total lack of awareness of the approximate 21
year stay the Jay family had in North Carolina from 1751-1772.
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SUMMARY OF THE TRADITIONAL WRITINGS AND RESEARCH
The specific birth year, birth place, marriage date and even the complete list of older children (born
prior to 1752) for William Jay cannot be accurately detailed based on previous writings and research.
Additionally, recent in-depth research of Eli Jay’s writings and manuscripts confirm he was not aware
of all the family migrations and timelines.

CURRENT RESEARCH
AN EVIDENTIARY VIEW OF THE BIRTH YEAR OF WILLIAM JAY
The key to placing an accurate birth year to William Jay can be found in his land records and by his
own hand or ‘mark’. A William Jay received a 100 acre land grant in Orange Co. VA (to become
Frederick Co.) in 1734.12 This land was almost adjacent to the William Vestal 285 acre tract. It was
required that a Patentee be at least 21 year of age. Additionally, the granting process typically took a
few years meaning an individual had to apply for land a few years before the grant would even issue. 13,
14, 15
So this brings to fore the question...Was this individual the same William Jay who eventually
married Mary Vestal?
The answer comes from William Jay’s own hand or ‘mark’ as it is called. In 1748, William Jay sold
this same 100 acre grant property to Thomas Rutherford.16 It is important to note that William Jay
apparently could not write and ‘signed’ these documents with his ‘mark’ which can be best described as
a uniquely stylized cursive ‘ W ’.
William Jay’s Lord Granville North Carolina grant application17 dated 1751
and all associated Orange Co. NC land records also contain this same unique
and distinctive ‘mark’ as does his Will probated in Berkley County, 96
District (current day Newberry Co.) South Carolina18. Because of this
evidence, it can be concluded that the William Jay who received the 1734
land grant in Virginia is the same William Jay who married Mary
Vestal. Additionally, as a result of the grant process, it is logical to assume
that William Jay was in this area of VA by 1732 and by extension he was probably born no later than
1711.19 All of this evidence substantiates our belief that William Jay had to be born NO LATER
THAN 1711.
AN EVIDENTIARY VIEW OF THE BIRTH PLACE OF WILLIAM JAY
As of this date there is absolutely no documentary evidence which places or ties William Jay to any
location prior to 1734 in Orange Co. VA (to become Frederick Co. VA). It can be stated however that
William Jay’s DNA haplotype does match the DNA haplotype of Revolutionary War pensioner Joseph
Jay (b.1753), a native of New Jersey.
AN EVIDENTIARY VIEW OF THE MARRIAGE DATE and CHILDREN OF WILLIAM JAY
Above we have established that oral tradition can not be totally relied on in this case and that William
Jay was born no later than 1711 due to the land acquisition laws. This birth year certainly makes it
reasonable that he could have married Mary Vestal prior to 1743 and could have even had a first wife
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whose identity is unknown. By extension and birth patterns, additional children (those not held by
verbal tradition) are certainly probable.
Before we analyze the children, let us examine some of William Jay’s specific North Carolina land
records:
1756, June 8 - William Jay to John Satterfield, 50 acres for five pounds lying on the N E side
of the N. Fork of the Flatt River - part of a tract of land formerly granted to Wm. Jay by
Deed from Lord Carteret, Earl of Granville; Orange Co. NC Deed Book 1, p. 229
1761, May 12 - William Jay to William Jay, Jr., 115 acres; "Register of Orange County, North
Carolina Deeds, 1752-1768, and 1793", transcribed by Eve B. Weeks
1765, May 14 - William Jay to James Jay, 120 acres; "Register of Orange County, North
Carolina Deeds, 1752-1768, and 1793", transcribed by Eve B. Weeks
1767, October 3 - William Jay to Joseph Jay, 239 acres for ten pounds lying on both sides of
N. Fork of Flatt River, joining Fords land on the west and James Jays on the East,
beginning at a white oak on Hosea Tapleys -- white Oak on sd William Jay Senr - part of
tract of land formerly granted to Edward Moore from Lord Earl of Granville, dated the
sixth day of February 1761; Orange Co. NC Deed Book 3, p. 445
In reviewing these land records it can be proven that William Jay conveyed land to his three ‘traditionheld’ eldest sons (William, James and Joseph). It also can be established by family records and the
birthdates of grandchildren that the land conveyances to sons James and Joseph were near or at the
specific time of their marriage dates. Therefore, by examining the full body of evidence in context, it
is only logical to assume that William Jay Jr. was conveyed land at the time of his marriage, was 21 and
the oldest son born ca 1740 [1739] and married ca 1761.
Why is the John Satterfield land conveyance important in this chronology? As established above,
William Jay made a habit of conveying land to his children who were living nearby at the time of their
marriage. Sarah Satterfield, wife of John Satterfield, was stated to be a JAY in a biography of a
descendant (William Wallace) published in "History of Benton, Washington, Carroll, Madison,
Crawford, Franklin, Sebastian Counties, Arkansas" by Goodspeed Publishing Co., 1889. Based on the
article, Sarah Jay has been traditionally held by researchers to have married John Isaac Satterfield
(1730-1802) and born ca 1733.
It can also be established that the Satterfield family migrated to Orange Co. NC with or at least the
same time period as the Jays, probably from Fairfax Co. VA. It is proven that the Jay family in NC had
continual interaction with the Satterfield family for several generations. Therefore, it is safe to assume
that if Sarah Satterfield was a Jay she was a daughter of William Jay and born ca 1733 in Frederick Co.
VA. She probably married John Satterfield ca 1756 in Orange Co. NC, thus precipitating the land
transfer. Additionally, at this time we have found no other candidate Jay families that can be
documented in any of these areas that could connect to Sarah.
At this date research continues as to the specific birth, marriage and death dates of Mary Vestal Jay.
These dates are mostly shrouded in ‘tradition’ and the authors feel more research is required to firmly
establish if she was older, William Jay’s only wife or even the mother of the older sons (William ,
James, Joseph) born in VA.
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CURRENT EVIDENTIARY RESEARCH SUMMARY
As of the date of this report, the writers feel that they have thoroughly read, analyzed and vetted all
documents previously known and newly found on this subject. This includes all the primary source
writings of Eli Jay, Cassius M. Jay, John Edwin Jay and Percy P. Brown, land records, probate records,
etc. We believe it is safe to state that this process has never been performed before and presented
in a logical and cohesive manner.
When evaluating the data the following facts are very evident:
1. It has been established that Jay family tradition as told by Eli Jay and others is not 100%
accurate and that Eli Jay had no family tradition concerning the 21 year stay in North Carolina
passed to him. As a result, he states all major events either occurred in VA or SC.
2. It can be established that the William Jay who received a land grant in Orange Co. VA (to
become Frederick Co. VA) was the same William Jay who married Mary Vestal and died in 96
District South Carolina.
3. It can be established that William Jay was born no later than 1711.
4. By extension it is logical that William Jay could have easily been married by 1732.
5. It can be established that William Jay could have married Mary Vestal as early as 1740 [1738].
6. Logic would dictate that if the Vestal marriage was not before 1740 [1738], then he was
married previous to that union.
7. No documentary or traditional evidence exists showing any other Jay family in
Frederick/Fairfax Co. VA at this date.
8. Only the youngest children (those born in NC) of William Jay and Mary Vestal can be proven
by documentation. The older children (William, James, Joseph, etc.) can ONLY be associated
to the family by tradition…which can be shown as flawed in many cases. By extension it can
logically be assumed that the traditional record of the eldest children was not necessarily
accurate, ordered properly or complete.
9. Sarah Satterfield, by tradition and interaction is most certainly a JAY and by extension and
logic the daughter of William Jay.
10. William Jay Jr., tradition held second son of William Jay and Mary Vestal, is most probably
the eldest son of William Jay Sr. based on a preponderance of the evidence.
11. It can be established that most genealogists and individuals posting information have generally
quoted or cited conclusions or assumptions made by the early Jay researchers. However, many
of these early assumptions were flawed based on incomplete data and a lack of understanding
of colonial laws. It can be specifically substantiated that the early quoted researchers were
never working with as complete a set of documentary evidence and knowledge base as it exists
today.
It should be noted that all of the facts or conclusions presented remain consistent with all known
information and documents concerning this family. They are consistent with the known migration
patterns and proven family orders of the children and grandchildren of William Jay. This summary is
based on a substantial AND compelling body of evidence that has been thoroughly researched and
vetted and represents the most accurate and logical presentation of the family of William Jay of
Frederick Co. Virginia to this date.
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Reference Material
Virginia Documentation
1734 – Land Patent from the Colony on October 3, 1734 and is described as 100 acres on the western side of Sherrando (sic) River beginning
in Daniel Burnets line below the falls of Evats run. (Source: Virginia Land Office Patents No. 15, 1732-1735 (v.1 & 2 p.1-522), p. 319 (Reel
13)). The original document can be viewed on the Library of Virginia website http://ajax.lva.lib.va.us/F/?func=file&file_name=find-bclas30&local_base=CLAS30. This land was near the William Vestal 285 acre tract.
1746 – Listed on the Rent Roll of Frederick Co., VA. (King, J. Estelle Stewart, “Abstracts of Wills, Inventories, and Administration Accounts
of Frederick County, Virginia 1743-1800” (1980)).
1748 - William Jay "of the County of Fairfax" sold this property to Thomas Rutherford for 50 pounds on September 5, 1748 (Deed Book 1,
page 420, Sept. 5, 1748, Deed of Lease - Frederick County Clerk's Office, Winchester, VA; Deed Book 1, page 421, Sept. 6, 1748, Deed of
Release - Frederick County Clerk's Office, Winchester, VA). Copies of original documents are contained within the "Jay Family Archives CD
2004".
1749 - William Jay is listed in the 1749 List of Tithables in Fairfax County Virginia 1 white male; Remarks - "Quaker Upper Parish" . ("1749 List of Tithables in Fairfax County" compiled by Rev. Charles Green; Fairfax
County Chapter NSDAF, Vienna, VA - Original manuscript in Library of Congress. Following the List of Tithables, Rev. Green
comments: “The Quakers all live in Cameron or the upper Parish & scarcely one man of them come to Church in my time except Elisha
Hall.” See: http://www.marshallhall.org/dar/fx_census.html)
North Carolina Documentation
Land Records
1751, Dec 4 - William Jay filed entry for 395 acres of land with Lord Granville's Land office in North Carolina (probably the HIllsboro circuit
office).
1752, June - William Jay had purchased land from Hosea Tapley in Orange County, North Carolina. See 1752 transaction reference below.
1753, Dec 1 - Survey completed for the above 395 acres of land. James Satterfield was a survey chain carrier.
Copies of the following original land records in Orange County, NC, are contained within the "Jay Family Archives CD 2004”. In all
instances where William Jay was the grantor, his "mark" is the same as indicated above.
1756, May 6 - Lord Granville (Grant) to William Jay - Land Grant issued to William Jay for 395 acres of land on the NE side of the North
Fork of Flatt River. Dated May 6, 1756. (Grant 170, Book 14, p. 432, Land Grant Records of N.C., Vol. 1).
1756, June 8 - Book 1, p. 177 - William Jay to Edmund Moore, 145 acres for fourteen pounds ten shillings lying on the NE side of the N. Fort
of Flatt River, between John Satterfield and William Neelays and joining Wm. Jay's land - part of a tract of land formerly granted to Wm. Jay
by Deed from Lord Carteret, Earl of Granville
1756, June 8 - Book 1, p. 229 - William Jay to John Satterfield, 50 acres for five pounds lying on the N E side of the N. Fork o f the Flatt River
- part of a tract of land formerly granted to Wm. Jay by Deed from Lord Carteret, Earl of Granville
1756, June 9 - Book 1, p. 231 - William Jay to James Satterfield, 50 acres for five pounds - part of a tract of land of 640 acres formerly
granted by Patent of Hosea Tapley Aug 8, 1752.
1767, October 3 - Book 3, p. 445 - William Jay to Joseph Jay - 239 acres for ten pounds lying on both sides of N. Fork of Flatt River, joining
Ford land on ye west and Jams Jays on the East, beginning at a white oak on Hosea Tapleys -- white Oak on sd William Jay Senr - part of tract
of land formerly granted to Edward More from Lord Earl of Granville, dated the sixth day of February 1761.
1771, January 6 - Book 3, page 367 - William Jay Sr. to William White, 150 acres more or less for 100 pounds - Est side of Richland Creek,
joining John Saterfield line, to Wm. Jay Senrs to Wm. Jay Jrs to Wm Neely's Corner - part of a tract of land formerly granted to Wm. Jay by
Deed from Lord Carteret, Earl of Granville
The following register of deeds is from "Register of Orange County, North Carolina Deeds, 1752-1768, and 1793", transcribed by Eve B.
Weeks (Heritage Papers, Danielsville, GA 30633, copyright by Mary B. Warren 1984). The introduction of this publication was written by
George Stevenson, Reference Unit Supervisor, N.C. Archives, June 7, 1984 in which he explains the reason why there is a void in the records
of the Orange County colonial deed books. Transcribed from North Carolina State Archives microfilm reel #C.073.48002. The Gregorian
calendar has been used to figure the dates given in the original as "the second Tuesday of" the month.
p. 1 - June 13, 1752 - Hosea Tapley to William Jay, 640 acres
p. 2 - October 8, 1754 - William Jay to John Satterfield, 130 acres
p. 5 - December 9, 1755 - William Jay to Edmund Moore, 145 acres
p. 5 - March 9, 1756 - William Jay to John Satterfield, 50 acres
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p. 5 - March 9, 1756 - William Jay to James Satterfield, 50 acres
p. 5 - March 9, 1756 - Earl of Granville to William Jay, 395 acres
p. 6 - September 13, 1756 - William Jay to Hugh Dobbin, 300 acres
p. 7 - March 8, 1757 - William Neeley to William Jay, 200 acres
p. 10 - September 13, 1759 - Edward Moore to William Jay, 145 acres
p. 17 - May 12, 1761 - William Jay to William Jay, Jr., 115 acres
p. 37 - May 14, 1765 - William Jay to James Jay, 120 acres
Other North Carolina Records
1754, Oct - Orange County Court Minutes, Court of October 1754, page 86: "Dobbin (sic) Deed: A deed of sale from Robert Jay [sic either
William Jay or Robert Dobbin] to John Satterfield Sr. and John Satterfield Jr. for 150 acres of land was Proved in Open Court by the Oath of
William Jay and on his motion was ordered to be Registered.
1755, August 2 - William Jay received on request at Cane Creek MM, Orange Co., NC. (Hinshaw, "Ency of American Quaker Gen", Vol. I,
North Carolina, p. 401.
1755 - "William Jay & son" were on the 1755 tax list of Orange County, North Carolina (The North Carolinean, Vol. 1-2, 1955-56, p. 107).
1756/9 - William Jay listed as bondsman in Orange Cnty Ct. Min., December 1756, March, 1759; June 1759.
1759 – Orange County Court Minutes, Court of March 1759, page 356: “Ordered that Ann Morrow widow of Benjamin Morrow [neighbor
confirmed by deeds], deceased, have letters of Administration on the aforesaid Deceased Estate on entering into Bond with William Lea and
William Jay Security’s in the sum of two Hundred Pounds Proclamation Money for his due Performance of her said Office.”
1765, April – Orange County Will BK-A, page 41; John Thomas, son-in-law of Benjamin Morrow, deceased above, writes Will and
presumably dies on the Flat River .. “trusted friend” William Jay [Sr.] named executor. Will proved May 1766.
1765, Nov 12 – Orange County Court Minutes, 1752-1766, Court of November 12, 1765 states: “Robert Harlin (Hillard later) brought into
Court by John Allen Tharp his Security, acquitted. Accused of stealing a horse from Wm. Jay, Sr.”
1771, November 27 – signed petition (with 3 sons) to have Caswell County set off from Orange Co., N.C. (Col. Records, N.C. Vol. 9, p.
90. North Carolina State Archives General Assembly Session Records (GASR) Nov-Dec 1771 Box 5.)
1772, February 1 - William Jay & sons were granted a certificate (to Bush River MM, S.C.) from Cane Creek MM, Orange Co.,
NC. (Hinshaw, "Ency of American Quaker Gen", Vol. I, North Carolina, p. 401).
South Carolina Documentation
1772, August 14 - William Jay (transcribed as Gee) received a grant of 200 acres in Berkley County South Carolina described as : "William
Gee his heirs and assigns, a plantation or tract of land containing Two hundred acres (surveyed for Theodore Feltmate the 14th of April 1769)
situate in Berkley County in the Fork between Broad Saludy on a small branch of Beaverdam Creek, Waters of the Saludy, bounded North
East part on land laid out for David Richardson and part vacant, South West part on Land laid out to Thomas Muckeldoro's part vacant land,
and all other sides are vacant land . ." (South Carolina Royal Grants, Volume 26, page 376, William Gee ST 73, South Carolina Dept. of
Archives and History, Columbia SC). This is the same property referred to in his Will also filed in Berkley Co., SC.
1772, Nov 23 - William Jay made a will 23 Nov. 1772 Berkley Co., 96 District, SC. (typewritten copy on file at Charleston S.C.; copy of
original handwritten will can be found at S.C. Dept. of Arch. and Hist. in Columbia, S.C. Book "TT", p. 22-23). Dedimus issued to John
Caldwell Esqr. to prove the Will of Wm. Jay Decd. & qualify the Exors therein named. July 30th. 1773 (Probate Records of South Carolina,
Volume 2, p. 75). Probated August 31, 1773 Berkley Co., SC.

1

My Genealogy by John Edwin Jay dated AD 1959; a copy in the possession of the authors.
Eli and Mahalah Jay Papers, Friends Collection, Earlham College, Richmond, Indiana. All general
references to documents, letters, manuscripts and the writings of Eli Jay are based on documents housed
in the referenced collection unless otherwise noted.
3
Letter from Percy P. Brown to Mrs. J. E. Rouland March 23, 1959; JFA Archives; JFA Historical Member
Ancestor Files; Rouland, Esther F. File; Esther F Rouland.pdf; page 74-75 of 114.
4
This reference and information does exist in this work; however, it is found in a listing of ancestral lineage of
Prof. Eli Jay of Richmond, IN and was obviously submitted by him. It can be proven by other period writings
that Eli Jay had no specific information as to the birth year of William Jay. His date for William Jay’s birth in
this work is speculation.
5
This reference or information does not exist in this in the sourced compendiums.
6
It can be proven by the writings of both Eli Jay and his nephew, Allen Jay, that all of Allen Jay’s knowledge of
his ancestry was passed to him by Eli Jay.
2
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Grant Co. IN history books of record researched …
“History of Grant County, Indiana” by Brant & Fuller, Chicago, 1886; “Blackford and Grant Counties,
Indiana, A Chronicle of their People Past and Present with Family Lineage and Personal Memoirs” by
Benjamin G. Shinn, Lewis Publishing Co., Chicago and NY, 1914; “Biographical Memoirs of Grant County
Indiana”, The Bowen Publishing Co., Chicago, 1901; “Centennial History of Grant County Indiana 1812 to
1912”, Compiled from Records of the Grant County Historical Society, Archives of the County, Data of
Personal Interviews and Other Authentic Sources of Local Information, Lewis Publishing Co., NY and Chicago,
1914; “The Early History of the Society of Friends in Grant County, Indiana” by John Ratliff; and “A
Century of Development : Grant County, Indiana” prepared by the Grant County Junior Historical Society,
1937.
8
From DOCUMENTS supplementary and prior to the “Autobiography of Eli Jay; Document B. A brief note on
Eli Jay’s parents’ families. transcribed from the original manuscript by W.M. Fuson (2000); Eli and Mahalah
Jay Papers, Friends Collection, Earlham College, Richmond, Indiana.
9
Eli Jay’s Collection of Genealogical Records, p. 330; Eli and Mahalah Jay Papers, Friends Collection, Earlham
College, Richmond, Indiana.
10
Eli Jay’s Collection of Genealogical Records, p. 315; Eli and Mahalah Jay Papers, Friends Collection, Earlham
College, Richmond, Indiana.
11
Centennial Anniversary of West Branch Monthly Meeting of Friends”, West Milton, Ohio (1907)
12
William Jay land patent from the Colony of VA on October 3, 1734; Virginia Land Office Patents No. 15,
1732-1735 (v.1 & 2 p.1-522), p. 319 (Reel 13). Original document can be viewed on the Library of Virginia
website http://ajax.lva.lib.va.us/F/?func=file&file_name=find-b-clas30&local_base=CLAS30.
13
Southern Colonial Land Grants”, Virginia Colonial Grants, Terminology and Other Genealogical Clues, Age;
online; http://home.nc.rr.com/rwbaird/Misc/Landgrants.htm
14
Interpreting Colonial Records , Legal Age, Minors and Land; online;
http://www.genfiles.com/legal/legalage.htm
15
Electronic email from Edwin Ray, Reference Librarian, Library of Virginia (State Archives of record) to
Christy Jay; July 9, 2007. “A person had to be 21 years of age to own land at that time [1734] in Virginia. If
the person in question was under 21, he would have had to have a guardian.”
16
William Jay “of the County of Fairfax" to Thomas Rutherford; September 5, 1748; Deed Book 1, page 420,
Sept. 5, 1748, Deed of Lease - Frederick County Clerk's Office, Winchester, VA; Deed Book 1, page 421, Sept.
6, 1748, Deed of Release - Frederick County Clerk's Office, Winchester, VA. Copies of original documents are
contained within the "Jay Family Archives CD 2004"
17
Lord Granville (Grant) to William Jay; Grant dated May 6, 1756. Grant 170, Book 14, p. 432, Land Grant
Records of N.C., Vol. 1.
18
William Jay’s will made 23 Nov. 1772 Berkley Co., 96 District, SC.; typewritten copy on file at Charleston
S.C.; copy of original handwritten will S.C. Dept. of Archives and History, Columbia, S.C.; Book "TT", p. 2223.
19
Southern Colonial Land Grants, Virginia Colonial Grants, Land Grant Process; online;
http://home.nc.rr.com/rwbaird/Misc/Landgrants.htm
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